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The present research investigates the highly attentive service paradox using the affect-based satisfaction model. Based on a qualitative

study and two experiments, we find that three affective factors—warmth (positive affect), pressure (negative affect) and sadness/anger

(negative affect)—mediate the relationship between service attentiveness and customer satisfaction. We also find that affect and

disconfirmation play different roles in satisfaction formation in terms of initial expectations. Finally, we discuss the implications of

our findings and suggest future research directions.
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The services marketing literature generally indicates that attentive, friendly, and personalized services can help improve customer satis-
faction (Bitner, 1990; Bitner, Booms, & Mohr, 1994; Hui, Au, & Fock, 2004; Price, Arnould & Tierney, 1995; Surprenant & Solomon, 1987). 
Some researchers even suggest that firms should attempt to transcend customer expectations by delighting them (Oliver, Rust, & Varki, 1997; 
Rust & Oliver, 2000). Consequently, it has become imperative for many service firms to invest in customer-focused procedures or programs 
in order to create more competitive service offerings (Lemmink & Mattsson, 2002), and some of them are even willing to go the extra mile 
in serving customers. For example, the wait staff of many restaurants is trained to get to know their customers, frequently drop by customer 
tables and enquire if things were going well (Scanlon, 1998). 

The underlying assumption is that such outwardly concern for consumers and personalization would be well received. Yet, some custom-
ers may find such efforts to be overwhelming and disruptive of their service experience. As observed by Solomon, Surprenant, Czepiel, and 
Gutman (1985, p. 107), “greater personalization of service does not necessarily result in a more positive service expectation.” Indeed, there is 
considerable anecdotal evidence suggesting that, rather than increasing customer satisfaction, highly attentive service may lead to customer 
complaints, dissatisfaction, and even switching behavior. This raises the paradox that more attentive service is not always better. From the 
perspective of the organization, Schneider, Paul, and White (1998) suggest that an overemphasis on service quality for end users may be 
detrimental to the organization in the long-term as overemphasis on a single constituent will be in conflict with the expectations and demands 
of other constituents such as employees and shareholders. 

The literature in related areas indicates that too much of a good thing may not always turn out well. For instance, in the context of prod-
uct choices, Iyengar and Lepper (2000) challenge the popular notion that “the more choice, the better.” They find that consumers faced with 
extensive choices may find them to be initially more appealing but are subsequently less satisfied with their choices compared with those in 
the limited-choice condition. Similarly, when manufacturers put too many features into a product, it can be overwhelming for consumers and 
result in “feature fatigue” (Thompson, Hamilton, & Rust, 2005). We expect the effects of highly attentive service to be analogous to such 
choice overload effects. 

Our review of the literature yields surprisingly little insight into the paradox of highly attentive service (see Estelami & De Maeyer, 
2002). Questions on how customers respond to highly warm or generous service attention, and to what extent should firms attend to their 
customers, have not been systematically addressed. Knowing the answers would be relevant and important for both managerial practice and 
marketing scholars. Accordingly, our objective in this research is to understand the nature of highly attentive service and how it affects cus-
tomers’ responses and evaluations of service providers. As little has been done in this area, we use a two-phase research design in conducting 
this study (Creswell, 1994). We first perform an exploratory qualitative research to define the concept of highly attentive service from the 
perspective of the customer. Based on the dimensions identified, we then proceed to conduct two experiments to better understand customers’ 
response mechanisms. Specifically, we address the following research questions:

1. How do customers define or perceive highly attentive service?

2. How does highly attentive service influence customer affective response and evaluation of the provider? 

3. Do customers’ characteristics and situational factors influence their affective response and evaluation of highly attentive services?

 Based on the related literature and content analysis of our qualitative study, we establish a conceptual model of highly attentive service 
and develop the relevant hypotheses. We conduct two experiments to test the model. Finally, we discuss the results, the theoretical and mana-
gerial implications, and conclude with the limitations of this study and directions for further research.

 We contribute to the literature by expanding the scope of investigation beyond monetary generosity. As the literature is sparse on the 
“attentiveness fatigue” problem, our exploratory study on the nature and consequences of highly attentive service fills a major theoretical 
void. The main results of our empirical analysis are that highly attentive services have an inverted U-shaped relationship with customer satis-
faction, and this relationship is partially mediated by customers’ affect and moderated by customers’ need for interaction. These findings are 
new to the literature, and impel us to reconsider the received wisdom of providing services that exceed the desired level (Zeithaml, Berry, & 
Parasuraman, 1993, 1996). 

Specifically, our results confirm the affective satisfaction model (Oliver, 1993; Westbrook, 1987; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991); service 
attributes influence customer satisfaction both directly and indirectly via positive and negative affects. While past research highlights the ef-
fect of positive affect on satisfaction (Lemmink & Mattsson, 2002; Price, Arnould, & Tierney, 1995), our study reveals the crossover effects 
between service attributes and positive and negative affects simultaneously. Our factor analysis elicits one positive affect, “warmth,” and two 
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types of negative affects, “pressure” and “sadness/anger.” This is in line with Russell’s (1980) “circumplex model of affect,” which posits two 
dimensions of affective structure, pleasure/displeasure and arousal/boredom. In our three-factor affect model, “warmth” and “sadness/anger” 
are almost polar opposites on the same continuum, and are independent of (orthogonal to) “pressure.” Additionally, we find that while both 
negative affects, “pressure” and “sadness/anger,” are evoked by unfavorable service attentiveness conditions, the underlying mechanisms 
are different. Results show that “pressure” is more likely to be evoked by highly attentive services, but “sadness/anger” is not significantly 
different for either excessive or too little attention. 
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“I should have flown with someone else or gone by car… ‘cause United breaks guitars.”
When United Airlines was unresponsive to David Carroll’s complaint, he did what consumers are increasingly doing – he turned to the 

Internet. But rather than taking a strictly negative tone, the little-known musician and owner of a Taylor guitar broken during a United flight 
created a music video parody, “United Breaks Guitars.” His humorous complaint became an Internet sensation, spurring international media 
coverage and an immediate response from United (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010). 

Marketers, consumer researchers, and consumers know the power of complaints.  Negative word-of-mouth, a complaint about a product 
or service directed toward other consumers, can have significant detrimental effects on brand attitudes and sales (Chevalier and Mayzlin 
2006; Mizerski 1982). For example, United’s stock dropped 10% after Carrol’s video went viral (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010).

Although a complaint by its nature is the expression of a negative experience, we highlight that not all complaints are strictly negative. 
A simple internet search illustrates how some complaints have a humorous element (e.g., ATT steals oranges; Comcast technician sleeping 
on my couch). We introduce the concept of humorous complaining and differentiate it from strict complaints by investigating its audience, 
antecedents, and implications.

To derive our predictions, we draw on a theory that proposes that humor occurs when a violation is simultaneously perceived as benign 
(McGraw and Warren 2010). A violation refers to anything that threatens one’s belief about how things should be (Veatch 1998). Violations 
are seen as benign when the perceived threat also seems okay. Play fighting and tickling are prototypical examples of benign violations: both 
are physically threatening but harmless attacks (Gervais and Wilson 2005). In a similar manner, we suspect that unlike serious complaints, 
which only highlight a violation committed by a firm, humorous complaints also involve an element that makes the violation seem benign.

We present two studies that explore how the audience, antecedents, and consequences of humorous complaints differ from serious 
complaints.

1) Audience  Consistent with anecdotal evidence in the marketplace, we investigate whether consumers are more likely to complain 
humorously to other consumers rather than the offending firm or third party agencies. Consumers typically complain to firms and third party 
agencies in order to motivate reparative actions. Because humor softens criticism by suggesting the violation is benign (Keltner et al. 2001; 
McGraw and Warren 2010), humorous complaints may be less likely than serious complaints to prompt action. Thus, consumers should be 
more likely to direct humorous complaints to other consumers rather than firms or third-party agencies. 

We randomly assigned members (N=83) of an online survey panel to imagine themselves in a hypothetical scenario depicting either an 
extreme or a mild customer service violation at a restaurant. In the extreme violation scenario, the patron receives the wrong order, the food 
is completely overcooked, and the waiter, who is very rude, does not rectify the mistake. In the mild violation scenario, the food is mildly 
overcooked, and the waiter eventually brings the correct order. 

We asked participants how likely they would be to complain, both humorously and seriously (order counterbalanced), about their experi-
ence to the following audiences (1=Very Unlikely, 7 = Very Likely): 1) other consumers in person, 2) other consumers via the Internet, 3) the 


